We describe a domain-independent methodology to extend SemRep coverage beyond the biomedical domain. SemRep, a natural language processing application originally designed for biomedical texts, uses the knowledge sources provided by the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS Ó ). Ontological and terminological extensions to the system are needed in order to support other areas of knowledge. We extended SemRep's application by developing a semantic representation of a previously unsupported domain. This was achieved by adapting well-known ontology engineering phases and integrating them with the UMLS knowledge sources on which SemRep crucially depends. While the process to extend SemRep coverage has been successfully applied in earlier projects, this paper presents in detail the step-wise approach we followed and the mechanisms implemented. A case study in the field of medical informatics illustrates how the ontology engineering phases have been adapted for optimal integration with the UMLS. We provide qualitative and quantitative results, which indicate the validity and usefulness of our methodology.
Introduction
We present an approach to extend SemRep [1, 2] , a natural language processing (NLP) application, to domains not previously supported. Relying on the Unified Medical language System (UMLSÓ) [3] for domain knowledge, SemRep identifies and extracts semantic relations (called semantic predications) in biomedical text. Semantic predications represent assertions in text as triples that take UMLS Metathesaurus concepts as subject and object arguments and a Semantic Network relation to connect the arguments. When applied to a set of citations, they provide a semantic representation of their content which can be summarized and visualized as a network of concepts and relations, as in Semantic MEDLINE application [4, 5] . Semantic MEDLINE has been exploited for hypothesis generation [6] , inference of discovery patterns from known therapeutic relationships [7] , and to support clinicians' information needs [8] , among others.
SemRep's dependence on the UMLS entails that it can only support predications in the biomedical domain. One way to extend SemRep coverage to other areas is by developing domain ontologies to adequately capture domain knowledge. Incorporating the new knowledge adhering to UMLS formalization parameters allows extending Semantic MEDLINE to other domains, as well.
Ontologies often underpin a semantic representation of a domain and provide a structural framework for NLP applications. Aside from the philosophical discipline of formal ontologies and properties and the various formal theories in ontology development, a domain ontology has been defined as 'a hierarchically structured set of concepts describing a specific domain of knowledge' [9] . A top level structure for an ontology may not always be necessary to meet the expected goals [9] if it is intended to be used by an automatic system. The ontology need not represent an exhaustive categorization of a domain. The scope can be limited by defining only those elements and relationships needed to meet pre-set goals.
Domain ontologies represent a given conceptualization of a domain, described through a set of entities or concepts and their interactions [10] . However, the consensus on the importance of building ontologies in developing knowledge-based systems does not extend to the content, format, or structure of the models, even when created for similar purposes or to represent the same domain [11] . For McCray [12] , ''all conceptualizations are biased, both because they depend on the purposes for which they have been created, and because they are closely tied to the world view of their designers.'' Similarly in [13] : ''ontology design is a creative process and no two ontologies designed by different people would be the same.'' Hence, conceptualizations may not be universal but rather task-based. For others, domain ontologies can be too limiting, focusing on ''abstract descriptions of knowledge organization'' [14] . But incorporating context can render models less abstract, with better representation of reality [15] . Thus, conceptualization and contextualization can be complementary rather than mutually exclusive.
We adopt the latter view that when constructing domain models it is important to incorporate context as a way to ground the ontology in actual data and provide a targeted representation of the domain. Our approach aims to develop such a representation, articulating core aspects of the ontological space of the domain, so the data can inform the model. In the resulting representation model, the key actors and concepts in the data are represented, along with the semantic relationships into which they enter. An understanding of this network of concepts and relations is needed to carve out the semantic space of the domain and outline the scope of the application. Structured knowledge can be incorporated by mapping the concepts and relationships to a higher-level terminology or ontology, such as the UMLS.
By adapting well-known generic ontology engineering phases [16] for integration with the UMLS, we leverage existing UMLS knowledge while extending coverage within a newly defined semantic space. SemRep domain extensions have so far been deployed in pharmacogenomics [17] (now part of general SemRep), public health [18] , and disaster information management [19] . The last two applications are available to the research community upon request. In this paper, we illustrate our approach with a new case study in medical informatics.
Related work
One characteristic of ontologies is the possibility of using them for different purposes and in different applications. Thus, they can be classified by their intended use [20, 10] . In biomedicine, for example, ontologies have been used in applications about disease surveillance systems [21] (as mentioned in [22] ), outbreak alerts [22] , and in terminology management, data exchange, knowledge reuse, and decision support [23] . By structuring the knowledge and providing the necessary conceptualizations and relations, ontologies facilitate knowledge sharing beyond a list of domain terms, paving the way for data reuse [23] . This allows capturing regularities in the use of knowledge for different goals [24] , laying the groundwork for future semantic integration [25] . A more general top-level ontology can be extended to apply to a focused domain, and combined into other application ontologies later if needed [20] . This is a cost-effective way to render ontologies useful for purposes or domains other than those for which they were originally designed [25] . In other biomedicine examples, an expansion of terms about muscle biology was later incorporated into the Gene Ontology [26] . Chen et al. [27] enhanced the UMLS Semantic Network to allow differentiation between chemical complex types and conjugates. The latter supports the views that domain ontologies ''need not contain all possible information about the domain'' [25] , since they can be extended or revised if more granularity or further specialization is needed later [27] .
To develop a domain ontology to extend SemRep's coverage, we drew on Kuziemsky and Lau's 4-stage generic ontology-engineering approach [16] for health information system design: Specification and conceptualization define the ontology purpose and scope and provide the vocabulary, relationships, and concepts for ontology design. Formalization draws ontological hierarchies and relationships (PART_OF/IS_A) to develop a domain ontology/ sub-ontologies for use in Implementation. Lastly, evaluation and maintenance focus on user evaluation of different components and technical/formative evaluation during ontology development. Reliance on user-involved Participatory Design and on data-based Grounded Theory [28, 29] set this approach apart from earlier works with which it has significant correspondences [30, 31] . Grounded Theory, an inductive social science methodology related to content analysis, derives concepts and categories from the data. It has been used in biomedicine to guide annotation of clinical conditions in emergency department reports [32] , and more recently, to create a document-based, application-specific semantic representation for automatic information extraction from dental records [13] .
While the approaches in [13, 16] bear methodological parallels with our own, those projects built new ontologies without implementing the semantics afforded by mapping the new knowledge to more formal existing terminologies. In contrast, knowledge linking to the UMLS is paramount in our NLP application SemRep. SemRep's applicability in other domains requires ontological and terminological extensions for domain coverage, such that it recognizes domain-specific classes of concepts that may not play a role in biomedicine, while relying on the structured knowledge in the UMLS. For UMLS compatibility, the approach in [16] required adaptations, as described in Methods.
Background

SemRep
SemRep is a semantic interpreter [1, 2] that uses underspecified syntactic analysis and the UMLS knowledge sources to provide partial semantic interpretation of the biomedical research literature. The output consists of text-derived assertions expressed as subject-relation-object triples called semantic predications, in which the relation is a UMLS Semantic Network relation. The subject and object arguments are drawn from the UMLS Metathesaurus. For example, the semantic predication in (2) is derived from text in (1): (1) . . . fish oils can protect against coronary heart disease. . . Underspecified syntactic analysis relies on the UMLS SPECIAL-IST Lexicon [33] , the MedPost part-of-speech tagger [34] and a parser that identifies simple noun phrases. MetaMap [35] then maps these noun phrases to concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus.
Several mechanisms are involved in interpreting (2) as a semantic predication of (1). First, manually crafted ''indicator rules'' map syntactic elements in text-nominalizations, prepositions, verbs-to relations in the Semantic Network, such as TREATS and PREVENTS. The indicator rule needed for (1) is (3): (3) protect against (verb) ? PREVENTS While the UMLS concept mapping process is done through MetaMap, there is no information in the UMLS about mapping a text expression (an ''indicator'') such as protect against in (1) to a Semantic Network relation such as PREVENTS in (2) . Crafting indicator rules is a manual process, based on semantic interpretation. Prevention, prevent, and immunization can also mean PREVENTS when used with arguments bearing the semantic types allowed for PRE-VENTS in the Semantic Network.
Following the application of indicator rules, argument identification rules establish syntactic relations between indicators and the heads of simple noun phrases serving as arguments. Such rules are stated in general terms. For example, rules for verbs specify that subjects occur to the left, objects to the right. To be interpreted as a semantic predication, the semantic types of the UMLS Metathesaurus concepts that the syntactic arguments are mapped to must match the semantic types allowed in the Semantic Network for an ontological predication, which denotes an allowed relationship between two semantic types. For example, the ontological predication in (4) (4) match those for the syntactic subject fish oils and object coronary heart disease in the PREVENTS relation. The semantic predication (5) substitutes the UMLS Metathesaurus concepts for the relevant textual arguments whose semantic types match those in the Semantic Network relation in (4).
(5) Fish Oils PREVENTS Coronary heart disease At the ontological level, semantic types interact with other semantic types. In the semantic predications, concepts categorized by the semantic types interact with each other to represent textual assertions.
SemRep generalities
There is distinction in SemRep between those systematic aspects that apply in general, such as argument identification, and those needed for a focused domain. We refer to the former as 'general procedural knowledge'. Only domain knowledge required for text interpretation need be developed to extend SemRep's coverage to an unsupported domain. The domain knowledge that needs to be developed includes domain concepts and relations, which are integrated as UMLS extensions, and the ''indicator rules'', which indicate the way the relations are expressed in domain texts. SemRep has 800 indicator rules.
Methodology
We tailored the approach in [16] to SemRep's implementation design and the existing semantic representation for the biomedical domain. Our modifications allow mapping to the UMLS, maximizing use of its resources-such as UMLS synonymy information-and fostering concept reuse and integration. A detailed description of our adaptation in each stage follows.
Specification and conceptualization
Data collection and analysis characterize this stage, supported by Grounded Theory and Participatory Design. Through Participatory Design, domain experts guide the data collection process to assure a representative corpus on the targeted representation and scope. Grounded Theory provides the theoretical foundation for the initial data analysis of the corpus collected. Grounded Theory has three coding cycles [16, 28] : Open Coding conceptualizes and categorizes the data into representative sentences, identified by domain experts through relevant domain concepts. Potential main themes in the corpus are highlighted. In Axial and Selective Coding, the core domain themes, the concepts and their binding relations are defined, aided by sentence sorting by topic similarity. These represent the ontology scope and define the semantic space of the domain, paving the way for sentence-derived SemRep predications.
To facilitate conceptualization, we processed the collected texts with SemRep's sentence splitter, parser and MetaMap. Next, a program we developed that operates on this output separated the noun phrases in the text identified by the parser into two categories: those that were mapped to Metathesaurus concepts and those that were not. These two categories of noun phrases were stored in separate files, which allowed a preliminary assessment of the extent of domain coverage in the UMLS Metathesaurus. For example, the program reported that the head of the noun phrase automated tools mapped to the UMLS Metathesaurus concept ''Tool, device (physical object)'' (semantic type Manufactured Object), while the heads of the noun phrases semantic predication and expert did not map to any UMLS Metathesaurus concepts. A third file contains all verbs identified by the program in the sentences processed, to be used in the analysis of the relationships expressed by these verbs and the discovery of indicators.
Formalization
In this stage, the domain ontology is developed as a formal model of concepts and relationships. Also developed are problem-solving approaches to domain-or application-specific issues. For example, UMLS concepts' semantic types may not always be appropriate to capture their semantics and use within the context of a new domain. Through semantic and contextual analysis, we redefine concepts by reassigning their semantic type so they can be identified by SemRep as arguments in semantic predications. For example, UMLS Metathesaurus concept User is assigned Idea or Concept in the UMLS Metathesaurus, a non-specific semantic type that fails to define this concept. Population Group would be a more appropriate semantic type, as it would capture the fact that a user is typically a person. By changing the semantic type this way, SemRep will correctly identify User as an argument in predicates that take Population Group as either subject or object. Semantic and linguistic analysis, refinements, and contextualization form the groundwork of the semantic representation of the domain.
SemRep uses UMLS hierarchical information to extract ISA predications, such as Clozapine ISA Antipsychotic Agents. While hierarchical relations are also developed in the Formalization stage [16] , extending in SemRep such hierarchical information to new domains is beyond the scope of the current work. Thus, a domain ontology supporting SemRep's extension is considered an application ontology [36, 37] , used for data structuring and management, and document retrieval, rather than for capturing the taxonomic knowledge of the new domain.
Implementation
Implementation of new domain knowledge focuses on compatibility with SemRep and the UMLS framework (i.e., formatting) as well as knowledge integration with UMLS concepts and relations. This entails encoding the new domain concepts, redefining some existing UMLS concepts for the domain, encoding the semantic types and ontological predications allowed in the domain as well as the indicator rules that map textual expressions to relevant domain-specific relations.
Evaluation and maintenance
Ontology development is an iterative process. It involves updating, extending, and correcting the implemented ontology based on iterative evaluation results along the way. These bring to light the need for corrections and lead to refinements to the ontology representation. We use the Semantic MEDLINE application [4, 5] , which visualizes semantic predications as a network of concepts and relations and links them to the specific text sentence(s) from which they derive, to assist in checking the validity of the domain-specific predications extracted by our approach.
Case study -Medical informatics
Specification and conceptualization
Data collection -Participatory Design
For this project we did not engage outside experts to guide data collection but relied instead on two team members (co-authors DS and TR) who are experts in the field of medical informatics.
To collect a representative corpus, DS conducted an initial PubMed search (Dec 2011) using the search query (''AMIA Annu Symp
The query retrieved 488 MEDLINE citations. Of those, a random subset of 300 citations containing 1977 sentences was set aside for training and in-depth data analysis.
Data analysis -Grounded Theory and Participatory Design
Data analysis was carried out with domain expert TR in open discussion sessions (Participatory Design). Grounded Theory's open coding focused on the semantic interpretation of the sentences and the relevant, most informative concepts in them. Our look-up program aided in the identification of domain concepts not present in the UMLS Metathesaurus. Axial coding established the interactions between concepts. In selective coding we identified the main themes in the corpus, bringing together the concepts, their semantic types, and their binding relations. This represented the ontological space of the domain. By partitioning the ontological space into its core themes, we were able to conceptualize how these themes and their interactions are expressed in text. Seven main themes were identified: Topic of Importance, Provenance and Location, Methods and Systems, Support and Development, Knowledge Linking and Representation, Data Processing and Manipulation, and Analysis and Evaluation. Sorting sentences by topic similarity aided concept and relation identification within each theme.
Formalization
SemRep's processing of the training set provided the sentential context for concept interpretation, to assess whether new relations were needed, whether Metathesaurus-mapping concepts needed semantic type reassignment (5.2.1.2), or MetaMap mappings needed filtering out (5.2.1.3). Non-mapping noun phrases were similarly analyzed, to determine their most appropriate semantic type. They were also analyzed for potential synonymy to Metathesaurus-mapping and non-mapping noun phrases, within the context of their binding relations and the sentential interpretation (5.2.1.4).
Domain concepts
All domain-relevant Metathesaurus-mapping and non-mapping concepts were analyzed for their actual or potential semantic type, respectively, with reassignment or assignment as per the criteria below.
5.2.1.1. Non-Metathesaurus-mapping noun phrases: semantic type assignment. For non-Metathesaurus-mapping domain-relevant concepts for which no semantically suitable UMLS semantic type was available, eight new semantic types were defined (Table 1) and manually assigned through linguistic/semantic analysis and group discussions.
Other Table 1 (see Table 2 ).
5.2.1.2. Metathesaurus-mapping noun phrases: semantic type reassignment (contextualization). Domain-relevant Metathesaurusmapping noun phrases in the corpus were analyzed to assess whether their semantic types, best suited for the biomedical domain, were semantically applicable in medical informatics. If they were not, they were reassigned more semantically appropriate ones, as shown in Table 3 . 470 UMLS Metathesaurus concepts were re-assigned new semantic types in this way. . Non-Metathesaurus-mapping concepts that showed strong semantic similarity among themselves were grouped together. Within those lexical groups and based on group discussions, the best candidate for a new concept was selected as the preferred term, the rest as its synonyms. We identified 139 new synonyms for UMLS Metathesaurus concepts, 235 for non-Metathesaurus-mapping ones: (see Table 4 )
Domain relations
To capture the nature of some of the relationships connecting new or redefined concepts, new predicates not in the UMLS Semantic Network were also needed. Twenty-four such semantic predicates were defined: ANALYZES, CATEGORIZES, COLLECTS, INTERPRETS, COOR-
DINATES_WITH, DEVELOPS, DISPLAYS, ENHANCES, EVALUATES, EXTRACTS, FACILITATES, FOCUSES_ON, IDENTIFIES, LINKS_TO, PERFORMS, PROCESSES, PROVIDES, REPRESENTS,
SEARCHES, SOURCE_OF, SUPPORTS, VALIDATES. Example predications of new relations are shown in Table 6 .
Indicator rules
The links between text expressions and the new semantic predicates they indicate were determined by careful manual analysis through semantic interpretation. For example, text indicators for the newly added Medical Informatics ENHANCES predicate were: boost (verb), boost (noun), enhance, enhancement, enrich, enrichment, augment, augmentation, improve, improvement, increase (verb), increase (noun), optimize, optimization. A total of 360 indicator rules were added specifically for Medical Informatics, averaging roughly 15 per each of the new 24 semantic predicates.
Iterative evaluation results uncovered four SemRep indicator rules ( Table 5 ) that triggered unwanted results in medical informatics. For example, indicator of triggers valid LOCATION_OF results with anatomy arguments in biomedical texts, but not in this corpus (6) . Preposition for as a USES indicator conflicted with its use in FOCUSES_ON, which was prioritized. These rules were disabled for the enhanced version. 
Implementation
To implement the ontology and obtain the desired semantic predications in medical informatics, ontological predications were added as needed, to allow their use with domain-relevant semantic types as subject-object arguments. Conforming to the Semantic Network format -a predicate that takes semantic types as arguments-, we crafted 520 ontological predications based on the relevant concepts and predicates identified in the corpus. Table 6 shows sentences (7a-10a), the ontological predications (7b-10b) that apply, and the semantic predications (7c-10c) they generate. Ontological predications included those with Semantic Network predicates and newly created semantic types (7b), those with existing ones in combinations not originally specified (8b), and those with new domain predicates with new (9b) and existing semantic types (10b). UMLS CONTAINS and LOCATION_OF predicates were redefined by specifying as their arguments semantic types not stipulated for these predicates in the Semantic Network, as in (7b) in Table 6 . Thus, contextualization extends to domain ontology concepts and predicates due to the way different SemRep components work together. The verbs identified by our look-up program in the (a) sentences below (contains, using, match, enable) became indicators for predicates CONTAINS, USES, LINKS_TO, and FACILI-TATES respectively, in Table 6 .
Evaluation and maintenance
We corrected and enhanced the implemented ontology through analysis of iterative training set results generated by extended SemRep. This analysis task was facilitated by Semantic MEDLINE [4, 5] visualization of the information extracted.
Test set
To evaluate results, a more encompassing We retrieved 5205 MEDLINE citations. To allow predications to capture the action or activity performed by the authors, in a pre-processing step we substituted the concept author for the commonly occurring we, as SemRep does not handle pronouns or pronominal anaphora. Then, to obtain a prototype representation, we processed the 5205 citations through the enhanced SemRep version. This run generated 23,860 predications. A subset of 500 randomly selected citations (evaluation set) containing 3767 sentences and 2092 predications was set aside and processed through generic SemRep without any domain knowledge, for a baseline evaluation against the results obtained with the enhanced version of SemRep.
Evaluations
Two types of evaluation were conducted. The first evaluation focused on comparison of predications and predicate frequencies in both SemRep versions (Tables 7 and 8 ) on 500 citations.
Examples of new predications are given in Table 9 . We also compared the frequency of occurrence and the performance of two predicates, TREATS and ADMINISTERED_TO, in the two SemRep runs (Table 10 ).
The second type of evaluation focused on performance of the enhanced SemRep and was separately conducted on a random 135-citation subset of the 500-citation evaluation set. One of the co-authors (CS), a physician and a biomedical informatics researcher familiar with both SemRep and the UMLS, manually annotated this subset (659 sentences, 308 predications). CS did not participate in any stage of the development of SemRep's coverage extension. Also annotated were 42 false negative predications that the system failed to generate. Altogether, these added up to 350 judgments. (Table 7) show that SemRep's enhanced version retrieved about four times more predications than generic SemRep. This is in line with the domain knowledge implemented, tailored to medical informatics texts.
Comparison of generic and enhanced SemRep. The counts for each run
The 10 topmost predicates in both version runs in Table 8 are ranked by raw number of predications by predicate in each version. Parentheses indicate the frequency of each predicate in the other version.
New medical informatics predicates FOCUSES_ON, PROVIDES, DEVELOPS, EXTRACTS, IDENTIFIES, PROCESSES, and ANALYZES account for their zero counts in generic SemRep (Table 8 , parentheses, right hand column). This Table 6 Examples of new ontological predications (b examples) and the semantic predications they trigger (c) from corpus sentences (a). Semantic type abbreviations in Tables 1-3 also applies to CONTAINS due to the new ontological predications for this predicate. Assertions about systems, methods, tools used are common in medical informatics, which explains the large number of predications involving USES in enhanced SemRep. Table 9 shows examples of representative predications obtained by redefining predicates to allow novel co-occurring combinations with new and existing semantic types. Table 11 .
The 308 predications generated by enhanced SemRep contained 337 UMLS concepts with their original semantic type, 169 UMLS concepts with a contextualized semantic type (i.e., changed from the original UMLS-assigned), and 110 entirely new concepts. We analyzed the 96 predications erroneously generated by enhanced SemRep. They fall into the categories shown in Table 12 . The error analysis indicates that the majority of errors (53%) are caused by general SemRep processing issues, which are independent of domain extensions. Such errors include tagger/parser problems, failure to recognize negation, handle appositives and impersonal passive constructions. Addressing these problems in generic SemRep will translate into improved results in the extensions to other domains. Despite mechanisms applied in the enhanced SemRep version, issues in conceptualization and contextualization, including ambiguity (part-of-speech, lexical, conceptual) and missing concepts, account for 31% of the errors. There are also errors due to missing or ill-defined ontological predications or indicator rules (16%). We discuss these errors in more detail below and provide examples. Parsing and tagger issues accounted for most errors in this category, as in (24) , where the passive construction involving the predicate index was not recognized due to a parser error. System processing issues, such as argument identification problems and missing co-occurrence rules, often prevent predications from being generated even though the corresponding rules may exist: the fact that a rule exists is not a guarantee that it will apply. Focusing on the process followed, the case study presented illustrates with concrete examples how the different elements that resulted from the process work together.
Conclusions and future work
We extended SemRep coverage to medical informatics domain by applying and adapting the 4-step ontology engineering process proposed by Kuziemsky and Lau [16] . Our results provide further proof for the usefulness and extensibility of their approach, which they had applied to only one specific domain. Furthermore, our results demonstrate the suitability of UMLS knowledge source model (in particular, UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Network) as a general model to capture domain knowledge. They also validate SemRep as a general, knowledgebased natural language processing system that can be extended to new domains in a straightforward, methodical way. This also consolidates SemRep as a valuable tool for ontology-based NLP applications, such as those relating to knowledge management. For example, SemRep is currently being explored as a valuable addition to the suite of tools used in grant or research portfolio analysis of the type carried out at the National Cancer Institute at the National Institutes of Health [39] .
While we use automated tools to suggest terms that are potentially useful in new domains, much of the work in assessing their appropriateness, whether and how they are covered in UMLS remains a manual process. These tasks can be time-consuming and error-prone. Thus, future work in our research includes automating this process further and providing better validation. For example, synonymy discovery techniques, based on co-occurrence patterns [40] or dictionary definitions [41] could be exploited to automatically conflate terms into conceptual groups. Similarly, hypernymy relations (IS-A) can be discovered to some extent by exploiting syntactic patterns like 'A, such as B' [42] or 'C tool'. However, while these techniques may lessen the burden on the domain experts, manual intervention will still be required as the techniques will provide less than perfect results. Based on our experience with the ontology engineering process and the errors encountered, we have also started implementing tools to automatically check the validity of encoded domain knowledge with respect to UMLS and SemRep, including checks for unique identifiers for concepts, formatting of rules, and so on.
